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Welcome to this fun-
packed 6th edition of 
HomeCool Kids magazine! 

This is an extra special 
edition as we have an 

important interview with the one and 
only...Steve McCabe MP for Birmingham 
Selly Oak (pg 7)! We’d like to thank Mr 
McCabe for his time and energy during 
this topsy-turvy time; we really got an 
insight into his world! 

We also have an excerpt from a book 
that 11 year-old HL wrote and published 
in Lockdown 3 (pg 4)! What an amazing 
achievement. Well done HL!

As spring arrives, LP has written all about 
her passion for  birds and birdwatching 
(pg 3)! We’d love to hear about your bird 
sightings too, whilst out on your walks.

Who doesn’t love reading books?  To help 
you discover new reads, we have a brand 
new book recommendation section and 
stories for Harry Potter and Minecraft 
fans! Have fun reading! 

I’m sure you will have noticed the 
increasing number of dogs on your walks 
or in local parks. OK has written all about 
how his new pet dog kept him active and 
fit during Lockdown (pg 5). 

Who else is egg-cited about Easter? We 
have some eggs-tremely entertaining 
Easter-themed fun activities.

Last but not least, a huge thanks for the 
cover image (and other artwork) painted 
by the talented 10 year-old MD! 

Don’t forget to eggs-ercise after all that 
chocolate :-) 

Happy Reading!
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Beautiful Birds

i absolutely adore 
birds. Of course, I 
like some more than 
others; the blue tit 

is one of my favourites. 
They are just so cute! 
I love the brilliant blue 
caps and iconic black 
stripe over their eyes. 
I’ve loved birds ever 
since I got a top with a 

hummingbird on it. When 
I grow up, would like to become an RSPB Ornithologist so I can 
continue with my passion for birds.

I am actually kind of thankful for Lockdown. The reason why? Well, 
I have been able to spend a billion more minutes up in my room, 
watching the resident blue tits and the hilarious pigeons. The tits, 
I’ve found, really love my next-door neighbour’s ‘coconut tree’. It’s 
not an actual coconut tree; I just call it that because the neighbour 
has feeders that look like the outside shells of coconuts on a wooden 
structure that’s under the tree. The tits love the little berries that grow 
on it, and even more so the feeders. I don’t know how he made the 
feeders, but I can just lean against my window sill, with the radiator 
warming my legs (if it’s on, that is), and watch 
the birds be as cute (and funny) as ever.  
I am looking forward to having my own 

nest boxes next year. Don’t worry 
if you have no idea how to 

make one - I’ll probably 
get my Grandpa to 

build mine (if Covid’s 
over by then).  

HigHFly byLP byMd

Hope you enjoy making 
your very own Bird Feeder

Activity

I am grateful for Lockdown 
as it gave me a chance to 
explore my passion for birds



My Book

I am 11 years-old and have lived in 
Birmingham all my life. I love musical theatre 
and I play two instruments (piano and the 
drums). I enjoy spending time with my family 
and my friends and love reading and writing 
stories. During Lockdown, I wrote my first book; 
it is called Escape from Charlesington Manor

I started writing the story in November 2020. Before then it 
was just an idea in my head, but Lockdown gave me plenty 
of free time over the weekends to develop the story.I 
wanted to write a book set in the times of the Second 

World War (1939-45) and I remembered that there were 
evacuees back then. That was why I decided to write a story 
about a poor boy who is evacuated to a posh Manor House. 
However, there is a twist and he finds out a deadly secret. Here 
is an extract from my book:

Richard rubbed Robert’s hair - something the boy 
despised. “Now you better be off to bed. It is already 
eleven o’clock!” Richard opened the door to Robert’s 
room. It was strange how he knew it was his room. 
Robert walked in and got into his bed. Richard stood 
at the door and smiled, but there was something in 
that smile which made Robert uneasy. He thought 
for a moment: what if Richard was actually 
planning against Mr Charlesington... or John? 
What if his co-worker was planning to steal 
money from the Charlesington family? If that 
was the case, Robert would have to alert 
somebody in the family. But first he  
needed evidence. And there was  
only one place to get 
evidence, the place he 
had been many times.

Escape
FrOm 
charLesinGtOn 
manOr

byHL
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Pet Musings

I have a 9 month-old, gold- 
coloured, English Cocker 
Spaniel dog called Cooper and 
a 13 year-old cat (she is even 

older than me as I am only 11), 
Badem. During the first Lockdown, 
I only had Badem. Although I 

didn’t really play with her, she was my constant 
companion. When I woke up in the mornings, 
the first thing I felt was a dark grey and black 
furball curled on my leg. Her presence there in 
the mornings was comforting and cheered me 
up. She would also come to me and rub her head 
against me and sit on my lap. This was helpful as 
it made me happy. 

This Lockdown was amazing because I had 
Cooper along with Bedam. Cooper made this 
Lockdown more joyful because he played with 
me in the park and at home. I also got plenty of 
exercise chasing him around the park and we 
had quite a few play-fights. We also got to know 
a few other dogs in the park and I created a game 
called The Dogolympics where I threw a ball and 
the first dog to get it won a treat. Sometimes, I 
also chased the ball, but I never won.

my pets and i make a great team!

Lockdown
buddieSI’ve been fine 

during the many 
Lockdowns 
because of my 
pets who have 
kept me company 
when I couldn’t 
meet friends 

byOK

LaughOut LOud

what haPPens when it rains cats 
and dogs?
You can step in a poodle!
What is a cat’s favourite song? 
three BLind mice 
where dOes a dOG GO aFter it  
loses its tail? 
the retaiL stOre
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FOr mOre BOOk recOmmendatiOns, check Out my BLOG 
www.theyOuGPressBLOGGer.wOrdPress.cOm

books
We Love

byMM

I am 14 years-old and 
I run a blog called The 

Young Press, where, 
among other things, I 

recommend to children 
books that I have read 
and enjoyed. I love to 
share my passion for 
reading and want to 
encourage other young 
people to read more. 
Reading is a great way 
to escape and it is good 
for your mind. In this 
edition, I focus on 
books that celebrate 
the themes of Hope 
and Resilience. Hope 
you like my selection!

Reading Corner

who Let the  
Gods Out?  

by Maz evans (9+)
Twelve year-old Elliot has 

a lot on his young shoulders 
with family and financial 

problems. One night he meets Virgo, 
an immortal on the Zodiac council, 
and when they accidentally release 
Thanatos, the evil Daemon of Death, 
his life is turned upside down. Elliot and 
Virgo will need all the help they can get 
to stop Thanatos for good. Who Let the 
Gods Out? is a story full of adventure, 
family dynamics, resilience and chaos.

a kind of spark  
by elle McNicoll (9+)
Addie, 11 years old, 
attempts to convince 
her small town to 
pay homage to the 
innocent women 
who were killed 
because they were thought 
to be witches. She faces adversity 
and ignorance from those who don’t 
understand but knows that she cannot 
give up. Addie wants to teach everyone 
how to see the world through her eyes 

and that being autistic is a superpower. 
Featuring hope, friendship, and 
standing up for what is right.

running on empty  
by S. e. durrant (9+)
AJ has more to deal with 
than most 11 year-olds. 
After a family death, he 
becomes his parents’ 
main carer and always 
puts them first. He loves 
running and wants to 
be the best but he can’t afford trainers 
to achieve his dream. Following his 
struggles through school, AJ tries to 
prove himself to all those who doubt 
him. Running on Empty is a heartfelt 
and uplifting book, encouraging the 
power of love and hope.

the goldfish boy  
by Lisa thompson (9+)
A mystery with an unlikely hero, The 
Goldfish Boy focuses on 
Matthew, aged 12, 
whose OCD (obsessive 
compulsive disorder) 
makes him afraid of 
germs that might make 

his loved ones sick. His fears lead to 
him spending all of his time inside. 
When his neighbour’s toddler goes 
missing, Matthew realises that he 
has the key to finding the truth. An 
inspiring read, encouraging friendship 
and determination.

i am not a number  
by lisa heathfield (12+)
After the Traditional Party 
are elected in a world where 
speaking up is dangerous, 
Ruby, 15, her family and others 
who rebel, find themselves 
taken to a prison camp. 
But how can you fight the 
injustices and create a better 
future, when everything you know  
has been taken away from you? I Am 
Not A Number is a tale of courage, 
survival and standing up for what you 
believe in, even if there are heart-
breaking consequences.

reading 
read a wide variety OF Genres, 

FictiOn Or nOn-FictiOn, untiL yOu 
Find what yOu Like tO read. try 

audiO BOOks iF yOu PreFer
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X2: What does an mp do and how has covid 
impacted your job?
steve mccabe mP: It has made a big impact on me, as 
it has had on everyone...It has not been possible for 
the House of Commons (HoC) to meet [like normal]. I 
was last down there in January-end, first time since 
November because they can only allow a certain 
number of people to go to Westminster and when 
we are there, as you can see on the TV, only a small 
number of people can go in the chamber... Quite a 
lot of people are at home as I am at the moment, we 
try to do all the work via Zoom and that’s been quite 
different. It has certainly changed a lot about working 
practices… While I am in Birmingham, I would go to 
school or meet constituents and of course everything 
like that for almost a year now has been on Zoom… but 
it’s a very different way of speaking and engaging with 
people so that has been difficult... I think my work has 
been different. And I have to say, I don’t really like it 
as the whole point of being a constituency MP means 
you are out and about meeting people...and I suppose 
the other thing that is different is, of course, the whole 
question of Covid has dominated my work. It’s great to 
see that people, you are a great example, have tried to 
find creative ways to address all those problems. [So] I 
think, we [are working] and [doing] the things that are 
important but they are being done in a very different 
way and it is a bit harder

I am elected by the people who live in Birmingham 
Selly Oak constituency to [firstly] help determine 
the laws in the country if they need changing. I am a 

Labour MP so I am in opposition at the moment so I 
am not involved in making the laws; they are brought 
forward by the Government but my job is to scrutinise 
them to make sure that what they are saying [and] 
they are doing is good or has problems. The other part 
of my job is where people in my constituency might 
feel they are not getting the help and support they 
need...then I try to intervene and see if I can bring 
about changes.

lp: how is parliament different with covid, 
and what would you like to keep and what 
would you like to change?
steve mccabe mP: [W]hat we have learnt is that it 
is possible for people to do their jobs without being 
in Westminster all of the time. In the past, that has 
probably limited some of the people that probably 
wanted to be MPs... I think we have learnt that it is 
possible to run the country without having to be there 
all the time...and we have possibly helped open-up 
parliament a little bit. I would want some of that to 
be retained because the idea in this country is that 
anyone should be able to stand for Parliament and 
it is up to the voters to decide whether they want to 
vote for you or not but if there are artificial 
barriers for people in the way then...you 
don’t get so many people.

Nonetheless, politics is about meeting 
people face to face, it’s about being able 
to point out things so there has to be 
contact… I would like that to return. 

Community Matters

In our first-ever interview,  
LP and X2 invite Steve McCabe,  
our local MP, for a lively chat 
about his Lockdown experiences

Lockdown
AN MP iN
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X2: how has work from home been for you, 
and do you prefer working from home or 
going into work?
steve mccabe mP: At the moment, I am sitting in my 
small sitting room...and my wife is working next door 
in our front room which we use as our office so the 
[space] side has not been difficult for me [as it has 
been for other people]. But I sometimes think, I get up 
in the morning and come down here...and may be do 
3-4 Zoom meetings and before you know, it’s 2 o clock 
and you haven’t moved. There have been days when I 
have forgotten to go out for a walk…[T]hat’s why some 
people have found Lockdown depressing and difficult 
and not so easy; you can’t go out with your friends; its 
not so easy to go out on a bike ride; you can go in the 
 park but there are a lots of people... If I am working very 
hard and I am thinking about something, I like to go for 
a walk to just clear my mind and have a chance to think 
what is the best way to do that and I think that is easier 
if I can get up and walk about and I think being in the 
house too much can be a bit depressing.

Talking about technical problems, a good friend of 
mine, who is a Birmingham MP as well,... were having a 
meeting and somebody shouted you are on mute and 
she said “Oh, Yes! A year of doing this and I still forget!”, 
so these things happen.

...At the end of the day all I want to do is go and find 
proper books so I can turn pages, just so that it feels a bit 
different. So, it hasn’t been quite as bad for me but for 
some people it has been much much harder and tougher 
and there are people who have been on their own entirely 
and have not seen anyone for best part of the year…

lp: What are you doing to help local children 
during and after covid?
steve mccabe mP: One of the things that I have been 
working on is what is going to happen for people over 
assessments and exams...we need to make sure the 
assessments will be fair...[and take into account] people 
who may be at a disadvantage... We do need to have 
some type of catch-up lessons... but catch-up should 
not be about cramming or about exams. It has not been 
so easy to have normal play. Play is part of relaxing 

and feeling healthy and normal 
and discovering things and having 
laughs with your friends so I think 
we need to make sure that people 
have time to play when this 
is over… I think things that 
we quite often do together... 
like Music class, Drama 

class where you are learning and enjoying 
what you are doing would be really 
important [and] catching-up on things 
that we haven’t been able to do. It is pretty 
obvious looking at the magazine that 
you are all pretty creative people and I think that it is 
important those things are given time as that’s how we 
develop talent… and those are the things make us the 
sort of people we are...We’ve got to make sure we create 
safe opportunities for leisure and exercise and play. 

X2: how has lockdown been for you 
personally? What is the most fun thing 
you’ve done during lockdown?  
any new hobbies?
steve mccabe mP: I haven’t been able to see my 
friends and a lot of things that I would do as leisure 
activities I don’t do. I like going to watch football and I 
haven’t been out to watch a football match. I miss the 
people I would socialise with; I miss the people I would 
laugh and joke and discuss things with and yes you can 
do a bit online but sometimes, when you have spent all 
day on Zoom doing work things, the last thing I feel like 
doing in my spare time is another Zoom [call]. 

I have got one new hobby. I have been continuing to 
try to play the guitar as badly as I have ever played it 
and sometimes you just need to admit that you are 
not as good at some things; I think I could practice the 
guitar from here to eternity and I won’t get any better 
but I have been persevering as ever... I usually don’t like 
doing online things for leisure but I have [also] been 
doing a Spanish class online in my spare time. 

My wife and I have been doing dancing lessons online... 
so I have stood on my wife’s toes a number of times, we 

Community Matters

We have learnt new ways of 

communicating and reaching 

out to people and some of 

that needs to be retained 

because that way people who 

might find it harder to go to 

Westminster can still take part
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have collapsed in a heap on the floor laughing 
at my complete inability to execute a proper 
move... and I don’t think I would ever make it to 
Strictly Come Dancing but it has been a lot of fun 
and if anyone else watches they would see that 
we spend most of our times collapsing in fits of 
laughter .

lp: are you allowed to dress differently 
when on calls (do you get to wear your 
slippers when on calls)?
steve mccabe mP: Since you are asking, I am 
going to confess, I am sitting here wearing a 
shirt and a tie and a suit jacket but...let me stand 
up so you...see that I am wearing a pair of jeans 
and if we had this call earlier this morning, I was 
also wearing my slippers. I have switched to a 
pair of trainers now. Don’t tell the speaker in 
the HoC this because we’ve got a very strict 
dress code but yes I sometimes do that.

X2: as our local mp, what message 
would you like to give to our 
readers?
steve mccabe mP: I think I would say to them 
that absolutely make sure that you get to look 
at a copy of HomeCool, make that part of your 
regular diet because it is brilliant. As you go back 
to school, try to remember that this is difficult 
and it can’t be exactly the same 
at the moment; remember we 
do have to social distance, we 
do have to be sensible and 
responsible and make sure we 
get to the top of this virus and 
we move to better times...

Community Matters

1 2 3

4 5 6
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8 9

10

[back at school] enjoy your 

time with your friends and 

as time moves on, remember 

how important these people 

are and how you’ve missed 

them and get the best out of 

being with people you like 

because it’s the fun and the 

laughter and the things you do 

together that would make it all 

worthwhile

acrOss
2. What sport do I miss?
5. My constituency
7. What am I doing for fun?
9. How do I do my meetings 
during Lockdown?
10. Which city do I live in?

dOwn
1. Where do I usually work?
3. Which political party do I 
belong to?
4. My new hobby
6. Which city do I work in?
8. My old hobby that I am 
trying to perfect

POLiticaL PuZZLe
read the interview and sOLve the crOsswOrd
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For children in India, the 
past year has been difficult 
as our schools shut in 
March 2020 and have still 

not opened. We’ve had online 
lessons, but, as you would agree, 
that is not the same thing. When 
the school’s first closed, I was very 
scared, but then slowly I started 
enjoying being at home although I 
missed my friends a lot. 

My mother, however, was weary 
and sad and this made me 
unhappy as well. She was also 
very worried about keeping us 
safe. So I decided to surprise her! 
I considered a few ideas, but then 
I remembered the time when 
I had seen an artist painting 

murals on his home wall.  
Taking inspiration from that I 
decided to paint our kitchen. 
I thought she would love the 
colourful paintings on the plain 
off-white kitchen cabinets. I 
looked out of the kitchen window 
and saw the beautiful trees, 
flowers, birds and most 
importantly the vibrant 
colours of nature and 
decided on my theme.

It took me around 
three to four 
days, but her 
reaction made 
it worthwhile. 
She loved it 
and smiled a lot 
once she saw the 
finished paintings!

Everybody who 
has come across 
the paintings has 
praised them. My 
uncle has suggested 
I paint the whole 
house with 
murals, even the 
bathrooms. I 
would love to 
do that if my 
parents 
allow me. 

Painting Passion

Art of
LOviNg

bySb

I am an 11 year-old boy from Kolkata,  
India. Since the pandemic started, my mother 
was really sad and worried about our safety. 
So, to cheer her up, I painted beautiful murals 
on our boring kitchen cabinets

As you may 
have guessed, 
I love colours. 
I am looking 
forward to the 
Holi festival on 
March 29th. Holi 
is India’s spring 
festival where 
we play with 
powder colours 
to celebrate. Why 
don’t you use 
your imagination 
to colour-in this 
Holi scene that I 
have drawn for 
you?
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 Keep Active

We are all working hard 
during our online 
lessons and trying 
our best to make 

things normal again, but staying 
active and getting fresh air is 
equally important.

My sister and I, like many 
children in the UK, have been 
unable to do what we enjoy 
such as swimming, dancing 
and playing football. I started 

to get very frustrated when all 
the sport activities that I enjoy 

stopped, so I had a think about 
what I could do. I decided to play 

with my sister a lot more (which I do a 
lot anyway)! I made up games around the 

things we both like doing, such as football 
and dance; especially football. The key to 

having fun at home is to find something that 
you and your siblings enjoy doing! I got my 
father involved too and we invented a new 
game called ‘Prandle Bob!’

It’s named after two players in my club 
football team. The aim of the game is to score 

volleys (kicking the ball on the way down) into 
the small football goals in the garden. You can 
also play indoors and hit the sofa! Obviously, 
that’s not a favourite of my mother’s so we 
moved all the pictures and ornaments out the 

way. The winner is the one who scores the 
most volleys in the game within a set time 

of 5 or 10 minutes. Of course, my sister 
plays too, but she doesn’t 

do the volleys; she tries to 
tackle the ball off us!

So what have you done 
to stay active? Why not 
invent a new game and 
involve your family too! 

FuN WitH

Football
during these uncertain 
times, many things that 
we like doing have not 
been possible. Sports and 
activities are one of them. 
But instead of feeling sad 
about it, my sister and 
I created our very own 
football game

byLd

the wOrLd recOrd FOr the 
mOst kick uPs in a minute is 

339
knoW?Did you 



Lockdown has been terrible for most people as it has 
separated families and friends for long periods of time. 
Many people have been using technology such as video 
calling to stay in touch with each other. Another way of 

communicating has been through online gaming and the use of 
safe chat functions. I have been using Minecraft to connect safely 
with my friends.

Minecraft is one of the most popular games in the world with over 
200 million copies sold. It is a sandbox game where people can 
build and be as creative as they would like. Although it doesn’t obey 
the laws of physics, Minecraft does have some realistic elements to 
it; for example, smelting sand in a furnace will make glass!

I’ve been playing Minecraft Realm with my friends for two years 
now and during Lockdown, it was a true stress buster. Realms are a 
part of the game that allow you to 
play a multiplayer world without 
the creator being online. So you 
can join when you like and be 
creative on your own or in a team 
with your friends. We always set 
rules so everyone feels included 
and no one feels like they are 
being bullied. Remember, it is 
important to be kind even while 
playing with your friends online.

Gaming zone

Minecraft has been a way 
for me to stay in touch with 

my friends during Lockdown 
because it is a multiplayer 
game that can be played 
safely, for minimal cost

Keep in
reaLms cOst £5.99 Per mOnth 

(sO PLease taLk tO yOur Parents 
Or Guardians BeFOre BuyinG). a 
reaLm is tOtaLLy saFe Because 

OnLy PeOPLe that have Been 
invited can jOin 

Minecraft
MANiAbyWP
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We are eagerly looking forward 
to these movies which will help  
us take our minds off 2020

No one liked 2020; it was a terrible 
year for everyone. So many bad 
things happened and we just can’t 
wait to move on. One big thing that 

annoyed everyone was the fact that cinemas 
closed because of the virus and a number of 
movies that we were eagerly waiting for got 

postponed or cancelled. 
Nevertheless, as we are already in the third month of 

2021, we can hope that this year would be promising for 
us movie buffs. Although some films have even been pushed as far 

back as 2022, we can’t wait for our usual cinema visits.

Let us
what’s yOur FavOurite 

film and WhY?

knOw

CALLiNg
CinemasMovie Time

byAR

disclaimer: each movie Will have a different rating. so, please check if it is age appropriate for You!

if you’re a marvel fan like me, 
you should be excited for:
Thor: Love and Thunder: May 2022
Spider-Man: No Way Home:  
December 2021
Black Widow: May 2021
The eternals: November 2021
Shang-Chi and the Legend of the 
Ten Rings: July 2021
Morbius: January 2022
Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of 
Madness: March 2022

there are quite lot of disney 
and pixar films coming out this 
year, and they are:
Indiana Jones: July 2022
Raya the Last Dragon: March 2021
Bob’s Burgers: April 2021
Jungle Cruise: July 2021
The Beatles: Get Back August 2021

if you’re looking for a universal 
film, the ones coming out are:
Fast and furious 9: April 2021
Minions 2: June 2021`

dc fans can expect:
The Batman: January 2022
The Flash: November 2022
Black Adam: December 2021

page
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Fan zone

I first picked up a 
Harry Potter book 
when I was bored 
whilst brushing 
my teeth (Yes, I 
know that sounds  
weird)! After I read 
my first chapter, I 
was gripped; it was 
so hard to put the 
book away

PROFeSSOR 
SNAPe’S  
POtiONS LAb 
I did this with my baby 
sister. She complained  
that it was boring at first,  
so I just grabbed  some  
food colouring, and we  
were away! 

you’ll need: 
F Variety of food 
colourings  
F Different sized 
containers and tubs 
F Jugs of lukewarm 
water  
F A clear indoor space 
(preferably a kitchen) 

instructions:  
1. Fill the containers with 

different amounts of water 
2. Now for the fun part; grab your 
food colourings and squeeze the 
individual colours into the separate 
containers and  stir-in the colours 
3. Next, using a different container, 
pour-in some of the colours that you 
have just made, and mix them with 
each  other and enjoy the effect

Potty AbOut

 Potter
diY WANd 
I created this activity after researching on the 
Internet. I really enjoyed doing this,  even though it 
did get messy.  

you’ll need: 
F  An old UNsharpened pencil 
F  Paint (I recommend black, white or grey)  
F  Paint pens or some sort of permanent markers 
(Optional) 

instructions 
1. Cover your workplace with old sheets or 
tablecloths (it could get messy)! 
2. Grab your UNsharpened pencil and cover it with a 
few coats of your selected paint and leave it to dry in 
an old jar.
3. Once dry, decorate the pencil using the 
permanent markers. You can be as creative as you 
like, but try to keep your design  
simple as drawing  
on a spherical  
surface is harder  
than you think! 
(Note: Make sure  
the pencil you  
use is wooden  
and not  
covered in  
plastic) 

bydJ

an amazing portrait 

of harry Potter by 

my friend md who 

is a big fan of the 

books as well!

FOr mOre harry POtter activities, PLease visit www.hOmecOOLkids.cOm

At that time, I was convinced the book was cursed as it never 
seemed to end but, when it did, I was  sad. Even though I 
didn’t read the books in any particular order, the story was still 
spellbinding and enchanting. The story also provides endless 
possibilities for crafts  and activities. Here are some of them. 

the harry Potter books have 
been translated into over 80 
languages. can you guess which 
book is featured in the picture 
and in which language?

dId You knoW?page
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Happy Easter

Easter is nearly here and 
my yummy Rabbit Biscuits 
are just the treats you need 
to get into the mood to 
celebrate the joys of spring

rabbit
Biscuits
Ingredients
a Any sort of ready-made biscuits

a Pink and brown food colouring

a Black or brown writing icing

a 200g icing sugar
a 1 tbsp milk
a 1 tsp vanilla extract
a 100g unsalted butter softened                    

a 6 blocks of milk chocolate not broken up

Spring
HOP iNtO

byNJ

1. Carefully cut the 6 pieces of chocolate 
into 2 long sticks, 3 each side and cut them 
into the shape of a teardrop for the ears.
2. In a medium-sized bowl, mix icing sugar, 
butter, milk and vanilla extract until smooth 
to make buttercream
3. Put a third of the buttercream in a small 
bowl and add 1 drop of pink food colouring; 
mix and put in a tub. Get another third of the 
buttercream in the bowl and add 5 drops of 
brown food colouring; mix and put in a tub. 
Put the rest of the buttercream in another tub
4. Spread the plain white buttercream on 
the bottom half of the biscuit only. And then 
spread the brown buttercream over the 
remaining top half of the biscuit
5. Now in a triangle shape, remove some of 
the brown buttercream, from the top half the 
biscuit. When you remove it, fill this triangle 
shaped gap with some white buttercream. 
Leave aside to set

6. Once 
the icing 
is set, you 
can make the 
eyes by using 
the white and brown 
buttercream and grab some of the 
buttercream and put it on the top 
of the ears (these you made in 
step 1, in a teardrop shape) and put 
under the biscuit.
7. Finally, with the writing 
icing, draw a little nose. For 
the cheeks, get a bit of pink 
buttercream, put a blob on 
either side of the nose (about 3 
cm away) and then put a bit of 
white buttercream on top of the 
pink buttercream
8. Last, but definitely not least, 
enjoy eating it! 

Did you
carrOts can Give raBBits 

uPset tummies sO Give them 
carrOts rareLy and in smaLL 
amOunts. raBBits nOrmaLLy 

eat a diet OF hay sO that 
is One thinG that must Be 

Given tO them

knoW?

method

iNSteAd 
OF AN 
eASteR 
egg tHiS 
Year, WhY 
NOt tRY 
A buNNY 
bIscuIt?
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Just Chill

As the colours of Spring pop-out all around us, here 
are a few activities to get you truly in the mood to 
enjoy this vibrant time of year. You would all agree 
that this year Spring is all the more special as it 
brings with it not only joy but also hope

Find me 
Ten year-old MD who has 

created some amazing artwork 

for this issue like the beautiful 

cover painting, the interesting 

bird feeder on page 3 and the 

wonderful portrait of Harry 

Potter on page 14, has also 

painted this Spring scene. To get 

us all in the easter mood, she has 

also hidden 6 easter eggs in the 

painting. Can you spot them all?

© thewordsearch.com

can you find these 15 spring-themed  
words hidden in the grid?

wOrd search

LAMBS

DAFFODILS

EGGS

BLOSSOM

SuNSHINE

RAINBOW 

EASIER

COLOuRS

PICNIC

BuTTERFLY

page
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Political Puzzle: Read the interview and solve the crossword
1
h

2
f o o t b a

3
l l

o a

u b

s
4
s

5
s e

6
l l y o a k

e p o u

o
7
d a n c i n g r

f n d

8
g c i

9
z o o m

u o s n

10
b i r m i n g h a m

t m

a o

r n

s

Across
2. What sport do I miss?
5. My constituency
7. What am I doing for fun?
9. How do I do my meetings during Lockdown?

10. Which city do I live in?

   

Down
1. Where do I usually work?
3. Which political party do I belong to?
4. My new hobby
6. Which city do I work in?
8. My old hobby that I am trying to perfect

ANSWeRS: POLitiCAL PuzzLe (Pg 9) ANSWeRS: WORd SeARCH

ANSWeRS: FiNd Me



THANKS FoR SuPPoRTING

We would love to hear

from more amazing children

about their experiences and see 
examples of their creativity. if you 
would like to send in a submission, 
please ask your parent or guardian 
to contact us on  
homecoolkids@gmail.com  
we are a very friendly bunch!

FOLLOw us On Í @homecoolkids

What started as a project by two siblings to stay busy during 
Lockdown 1 continues to grow all thanks to the dedication, creativity, 
and resilience of a fantastic team of 8-14 year olds who joined 
the journey and made it their own! HomeCool Kids was conceived 
as a digital magazine but the young editorial board has flexed 
their combined creativity to independently build and launch an 
accompanying website www.homecoolkids.com. While some aspects 
of magazine production are handled by grown-ups, we are proud 
to say that the continued upward direction of HomeCool Kids is an 
independent effort by the young editorial team! Hope you like it!
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